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When powerful siblings discover a 

terrifying truth, will they embrace 

a new destiny or turn to 

darkness? 

 

Ashaya Blacksun has had a weight 

lifted from her shoulders. Freed by 

her father's abdication of his crown, 

the former princess's delight over 

choosing her own path is barely 

dimmed by her strange and haunting 

dreams. But when her beloved twin 

brother doesn't return home from a 

ranging expedition, the 

unconventional young woman fears 

something has gone terribly wrong. 

 

Born into royalty, Sirich Blacksun 

quietly seethes that he's no longer 

heir to the throne. Still determined 

to maintain a position of leadership, 

he sets out to investigate the 

disturbing news of carnage in the 

south. But when he crosses paths 

with a powerful figure straight out of lore, the temptation to ignore his beloved father's bold 

vision in favor of his own ambition becomes increasingly difficult to resist. 

 

Defying tradition by sneaking off to find her missing twin, Ashaya's travels over deadly terrain 

are plagued by intensifying visions that point to a dark fate. And as Sirich's strange new 

companion shows him a new way forward, the frustrated would-be king faces a frightening 

choice. 

 

As these scions of nobility grapple with a new reality, will their quest for truth end in tragedy? 

 

The Crimson Gods is the first book in the sweeping Crimson Gods medieval fantasy series. If 

you like fierce characters, ancient fables, and stunning twists, then you'll love Chris M. 

Christian's breathtaking epic. 



 

 

Author: Chris M Christian 

Genre: Epic Fantasy / Dark Fantasy 

Category: Adult 

Page Count: 370 

ISBN:  

eBook                   978-1-7373430-0-4  

Paperback    978-1-7373430-1-1  

Hardcover           978-1-7373430-2-8  

Audiobook 978-1-7373430-3-5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

“The Crimson Gods is an exciting exploration of personal identity and 

existentialism through fantasy. With the combination of philosophical questions, 

layered characters, suspenseful situations, and mysterious locations set in a vivid 

world, this novel is one that grabs your attention immediately - and you won’t be 

able to put it down!”- Carrie Crisp, Philosophy Lecturer Texas State University  

“Wow!! I must…this was Amazing…great intro to storytelling! Very descriptive 

from the scenery to back story. I love the inventions of character names & 

locations…plus the flow of the story was rich and intriguing.” -Rosalyn Stigler 

 

“The prose is beautiful, and the pacing is good for one to follow and "see" this 

world. This is a story a person can get lost in and enjoy. Wonderful work!” -T.J. 

Nelson 

 

“I honestly couldn’t put it down.” - Kevin Kienzle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Amazon US: https://amzn.to/3h1jQt6 

Amazon CA: https://amzn.to/3n7Xj1w 

Amazon UK: https://amzn.to/38GG7rt 

Universal Link: https://books2read.com/thecrimsongods 

Read the first 3 chapters: https://thecrimsongods.com 
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Chris was born and raised in a small town in the 

piedmont of North Carolina. He left the 

information technology industry to become a 

full-time content creator, podcaster and author 

who co-authored the nonfiction book The 

Thrones Effect: How HBO’s Game of Thrones 

Conquered Pop Culture and now writing fantasy. 

Chris is a single father and when he isn’t 

spending time with friends and family, you can 

almost always find him outdoors with his best 

buddy, Riddick the German Shepherd dog. 

 

Contact Chris: 

                  
SmokeScreenVids1   @SmokeScreenVids   @SmokeScreenVids    chris@smokescreenvids.com 

INTERVIEW TOPICS 

Topics Chris would be happy to discuss on your platform: 

 

-The Crimson Gods  -Self Publishing 

-Writing Journey  -Being a YouTuber 

-High/Dark Fantasy  -Growing A Platform 

https://youtube.com/smokescreenvids1
https://twitter.com/smokescreenvids
https://instagram.com/smokescreenvids
mailto:chris@smokescreenvids.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


